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WHY ASSOCIATE WITH TRADE &
INVESTMENT CONNECT?

Market Expansion Opportunities

Provides a platform to explore new markets and expand business 

operations. It serves as a bridge between Indian and American

companies, fostering connections that can lead to strategic

partnerships, collaborations, and market entry opportunities.
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Networking with Industry Leaders

Allows companies to connect with industry leaders, experts, and 

potential partners. Networking opportunities can open doors to

valuable collaborations, joint ventures, and insights into industry 

trends.
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Knowledge Exchange and Learning

Participating companies can gain valuable insights into market 

dynamics, regulatory environments & emerging trends contributing 

to informed decision-making and strategic planning.
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Showcasing Products and Services

The event provides a platform to showcase products, services, and 

innovations to a diverse audience. Exhibiting at the conference can 

attract potential clients, investors, and partners, offering a unique 

opportunity to demonstrate offerings and create brand visibility.
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Access to Investment Opportunities

The conference facilitates discussions on investment opportunities 

and funding options. Companies seeking capital for expansion or new 

projects can engage with potential investors and financial institutions, 

paving the way for investment deals and strategic alliances.
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Ease of Doing Business

Global Capability Centers

AI & Emerging Technologies for
Manufacturing

Fuel & Emission Efficient
Technologies In Automotive

Real Estate & Infrastructure

Electronics & Semiconductors

Heavy Engineering

KEY INDUSTRY SECTORS

ESG



Exhibitors & Partners

Scan to register

Embark on a journey down the memory lane with IACC Rewind

NOTABLE MOMENTS FROM THE 2ND EDITION

For queries or additional information:

044 - 24611391/24613606 | +91 - 97909 85103 / 9444277590

tniconnect@iaccindia.com / anusha.d@iaccindia.com

https://tradeconnect.iaccindia.com | https://iaccindia.com

ITC Grand Chola, No.63, Anna Salai, Little Mount, Guindy,

Chennai � 600032, Tamil Nadu, India

CONTACT US

Disclaimer: Interested members are requested to register online to plan & coordinate further. The final allocation of stalls will 
be under the discretion of the IACC organizer only. For branding / sponsorship opportunities or any additional information, 
please contact IACC Secretariat.


